Treatment seeking behaviours, antibiotic use and relationships to multi-drug resistance: A study of urinary tract infection patients in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda
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Abstract

Introduction: Antibacterial resistance (ABR) is a major public health threat. An important accelerating factor is treatment-seeking behaviours, including inappropriate antibiotic (AB) use. In many low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) this includes taking ABs with and without prescription sourced from various providers, including health facilities and community drug sellers. However, investigations of complex treatment-seeking, AB use and drug resistance in LMICs are scarce.

Methods: The Holistic Approach to Unravel Antibacterial Resistance in East Africa (HATUA) Consortium collected questionnaire and microbiological data from 6,827 adult outpatients with urinary tract infection (UTI)-like symptoms presenting at healthcare facilities in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda. Among 6,388 patients we analysed patterns of self-reported treatment seeking behaviours (‘patient pathways’) using process mining and single-channel sequence analysis. Of those with microbiologically confirmed UTI (n=1,946), we used logistic regression to assessed the relationship between treatment seeking behaviour, AB use, and likelihood of having a multi-drug resistant (MDR) UTI.

Results: The most common treatment pathways for UTI-like symptoms included attending health facilities, rather than other providers (e.g. drug sellers). Patients from the sites sampled in Tanzania and Uganda, where prevalence of MDR UTI was over 50%, were more likely to report treatment failures, and have repeated visits to clinics/other providers, than those from Kenyan sites, where MDR UTI rates were lower (33%). There was no strong or consistent relationship between individual AB use and risk of MDR UTI, after accounting for country context.

Conclusion: The results highlight challenges East African patients face in accessing effective UTI treatment. These challenges increase where rates of MDR UTI are higher, suggesting a reinforcing circle of failed treatment attempts and sustained selection for drug resistance. Whilst individual behaviours may contribute to the risk of MDR UTI, our data show that factors related to context are stronger drivers of ABR.
Introduction

Antibacterial resistance (ABR) is a major global health challenge which compromises our ability to treat infections with antibiotics (ABs)\textsuperscript{1}. ABR was associated with an estimated 5 million deaths globally in 2019, and the annual mortality rate from ABR is expected to increase further by 2050\textsuperscript{2,3}. The burden is greatest in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs)\textsuperscript{2}, which experience a higher prevalence of infectious diseases, and have fewer technical and financial resources to deal with multi-drug resistant (MDR) pathogens. Whilst the genetic mutations which make microbes resistant to ABs occur spontaneously\textsuperscript{4}, overuse and misuse of ABs to treat human illness is a major driver of ABR in pathogens that cause disease\textsuperscript{5}. Many studies have identified increased AB use, and prior AB use, as risk factors for ABR infections, driving resistance through exerting bacterial selection pressures within individuals and communities\textsuperscript{6–9}. Deeper understanding of the dynamics of treatment-seeking, AB use and ABR in LMIC settings is therefore crucial to tackle the problem.

Untangling cause and effect between high AB use and ABR is challenging, especially where ABR infections are more common, and repeat AB use may be a reaction to treatment failure.

Healthcare and treatment landscapes in LMICs are sometimes described as ‘pluralistic’\textsuperscript{10}, which typically means there are multiple sources of public and private clinics, alongside pharmacists, drug sellers, and complementary and traditional/herbal medicine providers. This multi-layered context of care provision overlaps with models of medical syncretism, which describe how patients make treatment decisions drawing on hybrid logics\textsuperscript{11}, composed of both biomedical understandings and local knowledge/beliefs present in different contexts\textsuperscript{11,12}. Decision-making in LMICs is further influenced by a number of individual and structural factors, including under-resourced public health provision, stockouts of medicines and multi-layered systems of healthcare insurance\textsuperscript{13–15}. This potentially leads to great diversity in pathways to AB use among patients, something which has been recently highlighted as a research gap\textsuperscript{10}.

Existing research suggests that AB self-medication from drug shops is very common in parts of Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa\textsuperscript{14–18}. This is facilitated, in some areas, by the ease of purchasing ABs without prescription at community pharmacies and drug shops\textsuperscript{19}, and the possibility of buying partial courses which can result in sub-optimal treatment dosing.
Studies also suggest that consumption of leftover ABs (i.e. previously obtained but unconsumed) is common\(^{17}\). Thus far, there have been no studies investigating the interrelationship between patient AB use and ABR in East Africa, a region with high levels of ABR\(^2,20\), high prevalence of non-prescription drug sales\(^{21}\) and complex, hybrid treatment landscapes.

In previous studies, AB use or ‘misuse’ has often been measured simply as, for example, a binary indicator of any type of self-medication\(^{16}\). However, situating treatment-seeking behaviours in their appropriate social and temporal context is vital. AB self-medication may occur as part of a longer sequence of treatment attempts\(^{22}\), or in parallel to other attempts, emphasising the importance of a longitudinal, pathway based approach\(^{23}\). Pathway analysis has been used to investigate care for tuberculosis,\(^{24}\) abortion,\(^{25}\) and cancer\(^{26}\) but has rarely been used to understand AB use\(^ {15}\). Appropriate data and methods are needed to capture the behavioural nuance inherent in such patient pathways. This study makes use of exceptionally detailed linked quantitative social and microbiological data collected as part of the part of a multi-country interdisciplinary consortium “Holistic Approach to Unravel Antibacterial Resistance in East Africa (HATUA)” which aimed to delineate the drivers of antibiotic resistance in this community.\(^{27}\) The study focused on urinary tract infections (UTIs) as a lens for understanding treatment-seeking and ABR more generally. UTIs are globally common bacterial illnesses which are usually treated with ABs, but can cause threatening complications if ineffectively treated in vulnerable patients\(^{28,29}\).

In this study, we address two research questions: 1) What are the main characteristics of treatment-seeking pathways among patients with UTI-like symptoms in Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda? and 2) How do treatment-seeking behaviours and AB use relate to the likelihood of developing an UTI caused by a multi-drug resistant (MDR) pathogen (i.e. resistant to at least 3 classes of antibiotic)?
Methods

Data and sample

The original sample consisted of 6,827 adult outpatients with UTI-like symptoms (e.g. burning when urinating, frequent urination, blood or pus in urine), aged 18 years and over, and pregnant adolescents aged 14-17 years, who were recruited from three sites in Kenya (Makueni, Nairobi, and Nanyuki), Tanzania (Kilimanjaro, Mbeya, and Mwanza), and Uganda (Mbarara, Nakapiripirit, and Nakasongola), between February 2019 and September 2020 (see Fig S1). We recruited patients at medical facilities that were predominantly government-funded (see Appendix Table S1 for a full explanation). In all sites, less than 1% of those approached declined to participate. Ethical approval was obtained from National and Institutional Research Ethics Committees (see protocol27).

Microbiological identification of UTI and antibiotic sensitivity testing (AST)

All patients provided a clean catch mid-stream urine sample, which underwent microbiological culture, pathogen identification and AST. Urinary tract infection positive samples (UTI+) were defined by the presence of >10^4 colony-forming units per millilitre (CFU/mL) of one or two uropathogens. For UTI positive patients, susceptibility to the tested antibiotics (see appendix Table S2 for a full list) was done by the disk diffusion method, and determined using breakpoints (zone diameter interpretive criteria) indicated in the 2021 CLSI guidelines (M02 document) 30 Multidrug-resistant (MDR) bacteria were defined as urinary isolates resistant to at least one agent in three or more categories of antimicrobial agents, following the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) guidelines31 with some modifications. Specifically, nitrofurantoin and trimethoprim, two antibiotics routinely used for treating UTIs that are not included in the ECDC guidelines, were also considered for estimating MDR. In addition, for those species/genera not incorporated in the ECDC guidelines, i.e. Salmonella, Shigella and Streptococcus, the MDR rates were calculated as above, but considering the resistance to a selected pool of tested antibiotics (Table S2). Isolates that showed intermediate resistance to a given antibiotic were considered resistant.
Patient and Public Involvement

Patients were not involved in the design, conduct, reporting, or dissemination plans of our research.

Variables: treatment-seeking behaviours

Patients answered a questionnaire on treatment-seeking for UTI symptoms, previous AB use practices and attitudes, and sociodemographic characteristics. Figure S2 illustrates the structured questionnaire used to collect treatment-seeking data, which identified the types of providers consulted, treatments/ABs taken, and reasons for these choices prior to attending the recruitment clinic. We derived a variable for the number of steps in the pathway (1 step, i.e. came straight to recruitment clinic, 2 steps, i.e. took one additional step before coming to recruitment clinic, and 3 or more steps i.e. took 2 or more steps before being recruited). During the interview, patients self-reported the names of medicines they had taken to treat their UTI-like symptoms, and were also prompted using a drug bag or drug card developed specifically for each site. Subsequently, we assessed whether the AB they reported was recommended for treating UTI in adult outpatients according to National Treatment Guidelines (NTGs) for their country (see appendix Table S3).

Other variables

We included patients’ self-reported sex (male/female), age (categorised into <25; 25-34; 35-44; 45-54; 55-64; 65+ years), and education level (none, primary, secondary, and tertiary). We also included a binary variable measuring use of any other ABs (apart from those reported in the pathway) in the previous 6 months.

Analytical Approach

Characterising treatment seeking behaviours

We employed computational methods of process mining and sequence analysis that are designed to detect patterns in process/flow data. The application of these methods to clinical healthcare data in LMICs is novel. Process mining is typically used to analyse event sequences automatically recorded in high-income settings, such as electronic inpatient records. Sequence analysis is more commonly applied in biological genetics and sociology, but use to analyse healthcare processes is being developed.


Process mining. Self-reported responses shown in Figure S2 were organised in a temporal sequence for each patient, capturing delay (or not)-> step 1-> treatment at step 1-> step 2-> treatment at step 2-> step 3. Patients who arrived at clinic at an earlier stage had shorter sequences. We assigned timestamps that reflected temporal sequences of individual patients. We also merged some categories of variables due to low frequency. For example, for the question “How did you seek treatment?”, we merged responses “Visiting government health facility” and “Visiting private health facility” into “Visiting health facility”. We employed the Heuristic Miner using the PM4Py package in Python. The process is visually described in Fig 1. The output of the heuristic miner is a process model that captures the control-flow relations between tasks that are observed in the data, including the number of patients that moved from one step to another. In our study, the process model provides a general overview of all treatment seeking pathways. Subsequently, we visualised the most common pathways by analysing traces (i.e. sequences of steps) with the use of ProM software. We compared the numbers/proportions of patients taking common trajectories and qualitatively compared the traces across countries.

Next, we used single-channel sequence analysis (WeightedCluster library in R) to cluster patients with similar treatment-seeking pathways. To derive the clusters, we used the variables shown in Fig S2, subsequently recoded, as follows: (delay (yes/no), types of provider at step 1 and 2 (health facility/drug outlet/self-treatment), treatment at step 1 and 2 (ABs from NTGs/ other ABs/ no ABs), and number of steps (1,2,3+). In the preliminary stages of analysis, we noticed that the clustering was strongly driven by the number of steps. Therefore, to allow us to investigate other aspects of treatment seeking, we repeated the clustering exercise separately among those who took 1 step, 2 steps, and 3 or more steps. Following others, we used the optimal matching algorithm to calculate dissimilarity measures. Because all sequences in each subgroup have the same number of steps, costs for insertion/deletion were not required. Substitution costs were set to a constant value (the default). The optimal number of clusters were evaluated using two cluster quality measures: Point Biserial Correlation (PBC), and Weighted Average Silhouette width (ASWw). We assessed the characteristics of cluster membership by conducting a bivariate analysis.
assessing the associations between age, gender, education, country and cluster membership, using chi square tests for difference.

**Associations between social factors, behaviours and MDR status**

To investigate associations between treatment seeking and MDR, we used a subset of UTI positive patients with valid, linked data on MDR, treatment-seeking and socio-demographic characteristics (n=1,946). We first cross-tabulated separate facets of treatment-seeking characteristics (delay, types of provider at every step, treatments at every step, number of steps) and socio-demographics (age, gender, education, country) with MDR status, and conducted chi-square tests for difference. Then, we assessed the association between cluster membership (derived from the sequence analysis described above) and MDR status using multivariable logistic regression, stratified by country.
Results

Sample description

To analyse patterns in UTI-treatment-seeking pathways, we excluded 219 patients who came to the recruitment clinic for non-UTI symptoms and had not attempted to treat their symptoms, leaving n=6,608 patients. After further exclusions for missing covariate data (n=220), the remaining 6,388 patients were composed of 1,591 (24.9%), 3,046 (47.7%), 1,751 (27.4%) from Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda respectively (see Fig S1). Table S4 shows the characteristics of patients included in the two different analysis samples (stratified by country in Tables S5-7). Considering the sample used for pathway analysis (n=6,338), nearly half of the patients were recruited in Tanzania (47.7%), most were female, and of reproductive age (<44 years). Overall, most patients had either primary or secondary level education, with much smaller proportions with no or higher education. In terms of treatment seeking pathways, while many patients (45.1%) had come straight to the recruitment clinic, the majority (54.9%) had taken at least one additional treatment step prior to recruitment into the HATUA study. Approximately 30% of patients had already taken ABs to treat their UTI-like symptoms, and over 60% reported having taken ABs in the previous 6 months. Of the total patients, 34.3% of participants had a UTI pathogen microbiologically confirmed, and of these, nearly half (47.9%) had an MDR pathogen responsible for their infection.

To analyse associations with MDR (shaded green box in Figure S1), we further restricted the sample to microbiologically confirmed UTI patients with AST data for the pathogen identified. We excluded patients if the pathogen or causative bacteria was unknown, or where a breakpoint for disk diffusion test was unavailable. This resulted in a sample of n=1946 which had slightly different distributions to the sample of all patients (Table S4-S7). For example, a higher proportion came from Kenya and fewer from Tanzania, and women and older people made up a larger fraction of the sample. This is related to the higher rates of confirmed UTI in those different subgroups influencing their eventual inclusion into the sample with MDR data.
**Characteristics of treatment-seeking pathways**

Figure 2 visualizes the treatment-seeking pathways derived from process mining for all countries combined. The majority (72%) of our patients accessed care within 2 weeks of recognizing their symptoms, while 28% waited longer than 2 weeks. The most common first step was visiting one of the study recruitment clinics (46% of patients), and the second most common was visiting other health facilities (41%), followed by visiting drug outlets (7%) and self-treatment (7%). At every step, attending health facilities, either the recruitment clinic or another government-funded facility, were the predominant steps (it is important to emphasize that our clinic-based recruitment strategy has likely led to bias in this direction). Finally, 644 (10% of all participants) tried three or more things before visiting the recruitment clinic. Among patients who did something before visiting the recruitment clinic (3,509 patients), at the first step, 39% took ABs recommended in the NTGs for UTI, 9% took other ABs, and 52% took other medications or nothing at all. At the second step (n=1,674), there were similar proportions (33% took ABs in NTGs, 8% took other ABs).

Using the Trace Explorer function, we detected 183 unique treatment seeking patterns. Logically, shorter pathways were the most common because there was less opportunity for variation. The most frequently taken pathways were visiting the recruitment clinic either within 2 weeks of noticing symptoms (34% of patients), or after 2 weeks (11%). Visiting other types of clinics (government or private) and taking no medication or ABs in NTGs represented the third, fourth and fifth most-common pathways. It was only at the sixth most common when non-healthcare facility based treatments emerged. The majority of treatments taken were either ABs in NTGs, or other medicines (taking other ABs was the least common type of treatment).

We considered country-level differences in the 10 most common pathways (see Figure 3) and this showed that Kenyan patients were more likely to access care without delay and directly at the recruitment clinic than those in Tanzania or Uganda (55% of Kenyan patients compared with 24% in Tanzania and 33% in Uganda). On the other hand, Kenyan patients who did not go straight to recruitment clinic were the most likely to try self-treatment (5%) or visit a drug outlet (4%) first. Among Tanzanian patients, the most common trajectories all featured healthcare facilities visits, but patients were more likely to have 2 and 3 step
pathways than other countries (>10% of all sequences). Ugandan patients had simpler and more healthcare-dependent pathways than in Tanzania.

Figure S3 shows the total distribution of patients taking any AB courses during the pathway, whether they were in the NTGs for UTI or not, and whether they were taken after a visit to healthcare facilities, drug outlets, or other. Overall, taking any type of ABs was less likely to occur in Kenya than in Tanzania or Uganda (a finding driven by the generally shorter pathways Kenyan patients reported). However, Kenyan patients had the highest rate of taking ABs not in the NTGs, and were more likely to access these from drug outlets, than in the other countries. In all countries, taking ABs was most likely to happen after a visit to a healthcare facility. Kenya patients were proportionally more likely to visit pharmacies/drug shops prior to taking ABs, than in Tanzania or Uganda. Patients with no microbiologically confirmed UTI were just as likely to have taken ABs to treat their UTI-like symptoms as those with a UTI confirmed (see Table S8). Of all the patients who took ABs, two thirds (66%) were patients with no confirmed UTI.

**Clustering of treatment-seeking behaviours**

After dividing the data into three subgroups: 1-step, 2-step, and 3-step or longer (3+ steps) sequences, we conducted sequence analysis separately on each subgroup. The cluster quality measures are shown in Figures S4 and S5. Since no strong peaks were observed in these measures, the final number of clusters was chosen as a trade-off between having a reasonably low number to maximize sample size for the subsequent analysis, with reasonably high scores on quality measures. Using this approach 10 clusters were detected: 2 clusters from the 1-step sequence subgroup, and 4 clusters each from the 2-steps and 3+ steps subgroups. Figure 4 summarizes the distribution of behavioural characteristics of these clusters by country, gender, education, and age. The characteristics of the clusters are further visualized in Supplementary Material Figure S6.

As might be expected from the process mining analysis, Kenyan patients were less likely to belong to more complex pathways than those from Tanzania or Uganda. They were also proportionally more likely to belong to cluster F (associated with visiting drug outlets, and
taking ABs not in NTGs. Tanzanian patients were the most likely to take 3 or 3+ step pathways. Higher proportions of males belonged to the clusters G-J, indicating they were more likely to have complex pathways. The pathways showing the highest mean age were also the longest (I & J). There did not seem to be a clear relationship between education and cluster membership.

**Associations between treatment-seeking, AB use and MDR**

The next stage of the analysis uses a smaller subset of patients with complete data on MDR (n=1,946). Patients excluded due at this stage were more likely to be from Tanzania or Uganda, to be older, male, and have primary education (Table S9). Table S10 shows bivariate associations between patient characteristics and MDR status. Patients with higher levels of MDR were more likely to be from Uganda and Tanzania than Kenya; to be male, older, and have no studies or primary school education only. Patients with MDR infections are also more likely to have reported delay in accessing care; 3+ treatment-seeking steps; accessed a healthcare facility as their first step; and using ABs in their pathway. Notably, AB use in the previous 6 months was not associated with higher MDR rates.

We repeated the bivariate analysis with MDR stratifying on country (see Table S11 and Figure S7). Some relationships held across settings, but others did not. For example, in Kenya and Tanzania, males have higher levels of MDR, but the gender relationship was reversed in Uganda. Middle-aged individuals (either 45-54 or 55-64 years) had the highest levels of MDR across all 3 countries. There was no consistent educational gradient. The association between delay in seeking treatment, higher treatment steps, more AB use, and MDR was more apparent in Tanzania and Uganda than Kenya.

Due to there being strong country differences in the distribution of independent and dependent variables, we investigated the relationship between pathway clusters and MDR using multivariate logistic regression in country-specific models (Table 1). In Kenya and Tanzania there is no association between pathway clusters and risk of MDR. In Uganda, clusters B, C, and I-J have significantly higher odds of MDR than those in cluster A. After controlling for age, gender and education (model 2), those in clusters I-J (3-step pathways)
still had significantly higher odds of MDR. In models combining all three countries, there is no association between treatment pathways, individual factors and MDR once country is adjusted for.

Table 1: Odds ratios for multi-drug resistant UTI pathogens according to treatment seeking, sociodemographic factors and country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment sequence (ref:A)</th>
<th>Kenya (n=835)</th>
<th>Tanzania (n=672)</th>
<th>Uganda (n=439)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>Model 2</td>
<td>Model 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OR (95% CI)</td>
<td>OR (95% CI)</td>
<td>OR (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1.17(0.69-2.00)</td>
<td>1.09(0.63-1.87)</td>
<td>0.94(0.54-1.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.72(0.25-2.06)</td>
<td>0.73(0.25-2.09)</td>
<td>1.11(0.56-2.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0.60(0.27-1.36)</td>
<td>0.50(0.21-1.16)</td>
<td>0.85(0.41-1.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>0.70(0.40-1.25)</td>
<td>0.64(0.36-1.15)</td>
<td>0.91(0.5-1.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>1.12(0.73-1.72)</td>
<td>1.12(0.72-1.74)</td>
<td>0.65(0.31-1.36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>1.34(0.42-4.28)</td>
<td>1.23(0.37-4.04)</td>
<td>0.89(0.53-1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.47(0.13-1.68)</td>
<td>0.45(0.12-1.66)</td>
<td>1.48(0.83-2.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I + J combined</td>
<td>0.21(0.03-1.66)</td>
<td>0.16(0.02-1.32)</td>
<td>1.18(0.69-2.04)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gender (ref:Female)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (ref:&lt;25)</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>1.29(0.91-1.83)</td>
<td>1.23(0.75-2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>1.31(0.81-2.13)</td>
<td>0.73(0.43-1.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>2.24(1.09-4.6)</td>
<td>0.78(0.43-1.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-64</td>
<td>1.83(0.52-6.5)</td>
<td>1.2(0.62-2.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65+</td>
<td>1.34(0.53-3.37)</td>
<td>0.83(0.46-1.49)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Education (ref:Higher)

| None          | 1.09(0.28-4.23) | 0.83(0.53-1.32) | 1.75(1.03-2.99) |
| Primary       | 0.95(0.25-3.59) | 0.84(0.48-1.5) | 1.15(0.62-2.11) |
| Secondary+    | 0.76(0.2-2.91) | 0.5(0.22-1.11) | 1.63(0.75-3.56) |

NB. Bold indicates estimates where 95% CIs do not cross 1.
Discussion

This study used process mining and sequence analysis to characterise patterns of treatment-seeking behaviour among adult UTI outpatients in Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda, and to investigate correlations between those behavioural patterns and MDR UTIs. Consistent with previous work, in all three countries behaviour was dominated by visits to healthcare facilities. However, over half of patients had apparent treatment failures, leading to repeat clinic visits within the same UTI episode. Repeat clinic visits were more common in Tanzania and Uganda and were associated with higher rates of AB use (regardless of their suitability to treat UTI). While Kenyan patients typically had simpler pathways, they were also more likely to consult with pharmacists and drug sellers, and to take ABs not recommended for UTI in the Kenyan National Treatment Guidelines. The relationship between health behaviours and MDR rates depended on context. In Uganda, where over half of UTI patients had MDR pathogens, those with longer sequences of treatment steps had higher rates of MDR UTI, but this was not the case in Kenya (where MDR prevalence was lower, at 33%). Thus, the main message is that individuals with complex treatment seeking pathways, and repeat clinic visits, are also more likely to have had higher AB use. Past treatment behaviours, however, are not consistently correlated with higher risk of MDR UTI at the individual level, suggesting that other contextual factors contribute to MDR risk.

The previous (predominantly qualitative) literature on the African healthcare landscape and patient pathways has emphasised the plurality of treatment seeking behaviours, high prevalence of self-treatment, diversity of treatment providers and parallel systems of allopathic and traditional/herbal medicine. Our study presents a different picture, where the majority behaviour in all three countries was to seek help with formal medical facilities. This is likely due to the sampling bias inherent in our study design. By recruiting clinic attendees, we select those who are most likely to visit those facilities, and miss those who seek self-treatment. Nevertheless, despite this acknowledged bias, we argue that the results highlight an often overlooked truth about the drivers of ABR in LMICs. That is, that one of the most important complexities experienced by patients in this healthcare landscape arises from difficulties in getting effective care for infections within the formal healthcare system. Thus, common infections are not necessarily simple to treat or easy to resolve. This basic challenge may promote medical pluralism out of necessity, and results in
more costs for patients and the healthcare system, more medicines taken, and more suffering. This challenge is undoubtedly exacerbated further still by the developing AMR pandemic, which make those apparently ‘simple’ infections difficult to treat.

A further striking finding is the high proportion of patients who ostensibly take ABs to treat UTI-like symptoms, but turn out to not have a UTI infection. Patients without a UTI pathogen were equally likely to take ABs as those who had one, and given the UTI positivity rate in the study, this means that two thirds of our recruited patients take ABs for a UTI infection, but it is not microbiologically confirmed. It may be they have other infections which are treated by the AB they consume, or that their prior AB use has suppressed pathogen growth to be under the threshold for UTI identification. However, this underlines the need for greater availability of accessible, rapid diagnostic tools42, which could prevent inappropriate AB use and help to slow growth of ABR more generally.

It is well established that excessive AB use is a core driver of ABR at individual and community scales8, and thus, we might expect to find a correlation between longer pathways, higher levels of AB use, and higher rates of MDR in individual patients. However, untangling temporality or cause and effect between AB use and MDR infections is complex, and where ABR is highly prevalent the two factors likely operate in a reinforcing cycle. Associations between treatment complexity and MDR could be bi-directional or explained by unmeasured factors (e.g. upstream drivers/risk factors for both complex treatment seeking and ABR). In this study, the recent treatment seeking period might be a few days, or weeks, which makes it less likely that that patient’s recent AB use has directly influenced the pathogen population that is responsible for the infection, or the carriage population of the bacteria in the host that may be the source of the infection (i.e. faecal carriage to urinary tract transmission). On the other hand, the MDR infection rate is relatively high (over 50% in Tanzania and Uganda). Thus, any link we do observe between AB use and MDR UTI is more likely to be explained by primary resistance: that is, a patient acquiring an MDR UTI at the outset, and struggling to treat it, end up taking more treatment steps and more ABs. It is also worth noting that we only observe a direct association between recent AB use and MDR in Uganda, and not the other countries. However, given that the prevalence of MDR UTI in Uganda sample was high (57%) this suggests that at least, in some settings, higher
MDR might be driving longer and more complex pathways, and thus higher costs and suffering for healthcare systems and patients. We recommend further research on this dynamic, that quantify the consequences of AMR for health systems and individual’s treatment seeking behaviour.

Our results also suggest the importance of considering contextual effects in unravelling the social and behavioural drivers of ABR. Country-specific analyses suggest that treatment seeking, MDR rates and the relationship between the two differ by place. Furthermore, the inclusion of variables which proxy for context (e.g. country) account for more variation in MDR than individual factors or behaviours. There are many reasons why geographic, social and cultural context should be important. For example, the more complex pathways we observe in Tanzania and Uganda may be a function of the shared structure of the healthcare system in those countries, or related to geographic features of the sites, which affect healthcare accessibility. The recruitment sites in Tanzania and Uganda were more rural, whereas the majority of the Kenyan samples are from the capital Nairobi. Likewise, spatial patterning of ABR is influenced by processes of bacterial evolution and transmission, affected by shared structural drivers such as sanitation. It is relevant that we do not observe consistent relationships between individual factors such as education and gender and MDR across country settings. This raises the question of whether the AMR nexus, its social patterning, and social inter-relations is contextually specific, or whether there are generalizable relationships to identify. For example, whether there are measurable area-factors which operate as upstream drivers of both treatment seeking and ABR, such as poverty. Future studies using HATUA data will explore these issues.

This study is novel in bridging several methodological and disciplinary divides. We bring together theoretically grounded understandings of patient behaviours in LMICs, generated largely from qualitative work, combine these with empiric diagnostic data, and analyse these using statistical and data-driven computer science techniques, typically used to derive patient flows from electronic health records in high-income countries. Thus, this is the first application of process mining to incorporate the breadth of formal and non-formal providers in LMICs. The advantage of taking a data-driven approach to summarize behavioral complexity is that it imposes minimal pre-conceived expectations, enables
engaging and detailed visualizations which allow analysts and policy makers to easily identify important elements to concentrate on. We also applied sequence analysis to take account of complex sequencing or different elements of pathways and cluster patients together for further analysis. We were inevitably limited by the self-reported nature of the data and the structure of the questionnaire used to collect them. One opportunity not exploited here is the inclusion of time stamps in sequences (these were unavailable in the HATUA dataset), thus we assumed all steps were equally spaced in time, which may hide important aspects. Future studies in LMICs could try to draw on existing medical records systems where available or use digital traces to construct an understanding of systems of patient flow which take account of complexity and non-formal healthcare providers.

This study has some limitations. The linked quantitative patient sample was representative of adults attending mainly public outpatient services with UTI-like symptoms. It is likely those sampled comprised people more likely to attend clinics, thus use of other providers may be underestimated. However, patient populations are an important subgroup for possible interventions, and UTI is both prevalent and commonly treated with ABs in this region. Other data collected by the HATUA Consortium used community focus groups, and many of the same themes —of repeat clinic visits and challenges in obtaining appropriate medications— emerged there. There were also proportionally more respondents from urban higher-level referral facilities in Kenya compared to the other countries. Finally, we analysed a simple set of individual level predictors, with a focus on behavioural antecedents of clinic attendance, but our own qualitative work suggests that a richer set of covariates at individual, household and community are necessary to understand the burden of ABR, as well as longitudinal follow-up. This will be addressed in future HATUA studies which take account of the inter-related and multi-scalar nature of ABR drivers.

This novel interdisciplinary mixed-methods study combining social science and microbiological data highlights the complexities of treatment-seeking for UTI care in East Africa, and the potential for higher rates of ABR to complicate patient treatment seeking. In Tanzania and Uganda, where more than half of UTI patients surveyed have MDR UTIs and overall prevalence of ABR is high, repeated treatment failures involving a plethora of providers are an inevitable consequence of patients seeking to alleviate their symptoms. Such frustrating and expensive cycles of treatment place a heavy burden on already
struggling individuals and healthcare structures, and feed into a vicious cycle of ineffective AB use and further selection pressure for ABR in pathogen populations. Solutions for arresting this cycle are likely multifaceted, including improving access to rapid diagnostic and susceptibility testing for UTIs, appropriate AB treatment, effective AB stewardship, and addressing the upstream drivers of infection, through behavioural factors like hygiene and environmental determinants such as sanitation.\textsuperscript{43}
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Figure 1 A-D: Stages in data management, analysis and visualization for process mining

a. Examples of patient sequences of treatment-seeking behaviours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Made up timestamp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Delayed</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Delayed</td>
<td>02:2pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Want to clinic first</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Want to clinic first</td>
<td>02:2pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Accessed suitable AB</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Accessed suitable AB</td>
<td>03:2pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Came to recruitment clinic</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Came to recruitment clinic</td>
<td>04:2pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>No delay</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>No delay</td>
<td>02:2pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Came to recruitment clinic</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Came to recruitment clinic</td>
<td>02:2pm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. The resulting dataset is a list of patient IDs and their treatment-seeking steps. Timestamps are added to the dataset.

c. The Heuristic Miner generates a process model from the timestamped data. The numbers in red show the numbers of participants included in steps and edges. Edges represent flows from one step to another.

d. Traces are extracted to show the trajectories of steps, along with their frequencies.
Figure 2: Treatment seeking pathways visualized with heuristic miner among patients in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda. The numbers in boxes represent the numbers of participants who took that step, and how many people transition from that step to others. The thickness of the edges represent the number of participants taking that step (thickest - more than 1,000, next thickest, 500-1,000, next thickest 100-500, and thinnest, less than 100).
A: Frequent treatment-seeking traces in Kenya

B: Frequent treatment-seeking traces in Tanzania

C: Frequent treatment-seeking traces in Uganda

Figure 3: Ten most common treatment-seeking patterns visualized in Kenya (panel A), Tanzania (panel B) and Uganda (panel C). Number on the left represents the number of participants who experienced the trace. The percentage shows the proportion of participants who
experienced the trace compared to the total patients from that country.
**Figure 4. Summary of distribution, sociodemographic and the behavioral characteristics of 10 pathway clusters.** The far-left column shows the distribution of participants in each cluster (N/%). The blue cells are column percentages of cluster membership according to the country, gender and education distributions.